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Question: 1

Which of the following protocols is used to verify the TE link in the ASON network?
RSVP-TEA.

OSPF-TEB.

CSPFC.

LMPD.

Answer: D

Question: 2

In the same ASON network, which of the following parameters can uniquely identify a smart domain within the scope of
the smart domain? Can network elements?

Network element IPA.

NE IDB.

node IDC.

Answer: C

Question: 3

When the circuit board detects the B1 byte and finds that the bit error rate of the regeneration section signal exceeds 10
-3 , report it B1_SD alarm.

TUREA.

FALSEB.

Answer: B
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Question: 4

The common methods of MSTP equipment fault location can be briefly summarized as follows:
One analysis, two loopbacks, and three board changes.A.

One analysis, two exchange boards, three loops.B.

One loopback, two changing boards, three analysis.C.

One change board, two loopback, three analysis. D.

Answer: A

Question: 5

When the standard Ethernet frame length of 64Byte signal is connected to the Ethernet board, if the QinQ function is
enabled Yes, what is the actual frame length of the signal inside the board () Byte? 

80A.

84B.

64C.

68D.

Answer: D

Question: 6

Which of the following descriptions of discrete services are correct:
The path search is performed on the U2000 network management system. Cross-connections that do not form a pathA.
are called discrete services.

 Discrete business management requires U2000 license with path management function.B.

For a cross-connection, after path search, it is either a discrete service or other cross-connections. Connection forms aC.
path; it is impossible not only to be a discrete business, but also to form a path with other cross-connections path 

A certain service is searched as a discrete service, indicating that the service cannot be performed normally on theD.
network element side. 




